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In our increasingly technological world, our focus is 
increasingly concerned with the virtual. The very physicality 
of architecture provides a stabilising anchor to the virtual 
realm. The design of the ‘Blue Cave, White Nest’ project seeks 
to express this idea of modern living. The project uses a small 
brief, adds two bedrooms with en-suite to an existing volume 
to create a space that provides a spiritual anchoring for a 
family that had become dislocated after many years of living 
in a number of cities around the world. Ideas of permanence 
and anchoring became important factors in the design. The 
design response was to create two new elements that anchor 
the apartment and whose shaping derives from curvilinear, 
landscape-inspired forms as an inverse to the rigid, rectilinear 
volume of the original apartment. 

Blue Cave
Two new bedrooms were designed as enveloping vessels 
of space and as quiet retreats from the busy city. The blue 
curvilinear wall is finished in a beautiful haze/blue plaster and 
welcomes one on arrival. Two large light spouts bring light 
into the interior world of the bedrooms and these further 
emphasise a fluidity of form.

White Nest
Carved out of the white wall, much like water pools carved 
out of white stone, are a series of nests. These provide several 
functions and spaces including a reading and day bed nest, 
a bar and drinks nest as well as other functions like office, 
‘garage’ storage, file storage and wine cellar. Finally, a small 
army of colourful mobile cubes provide further seating stools, 
and storage cabinets.

Since graduation Charles Dewanto has been actively ‘architecturing’ between Australia and Indonesia. 
In Melbourne, Australia, he works for boutique architecture studio: ‘Katsieris Origami’ under the 
mentorship of distinguished Melbourne architect, Paul Katsieris. For the past three years, Charles has 
been involved with all the studio’s projects ranging from urban design, multi-residential apartments, 
commercial buildings through to interior renovations.

In 2013 Charles taught RMIT Master of Architecture students through his ‘Future Ubud’ design studio. 
This design studio was a collaboration between Indonesian architect, Popo Danes and Martyn Hook, 
architect and Dean at RMIT School of Media and Communication. The highlight of this studio was a one 
week travelling workshop to Bali, Indonesia. In Bali, his students developed and collaborated with other 
local and international architecture students, as well as local communities in Bali. Charles believes this 
cultural grounding between Australia and Indonesia is an important trajectory towards his future career.


